PreClose Monitoring

Increase Your Revenue by Preventing Fallouts

Be proactive in making sure that your borrower still qualifies throughout the loan process. With PreClose Monitoring, receive instant notices when your borrower does anything that could risk your chances of sealing the deal.

Custom Notices
Choose to receive email alerts daily, weekly, or whenever you want

Prevent Loss
Avoid losing the deal by being aware of your borrower’s credit activity

Full Report
Immediately know about new liabilities, tradelines, derogatory activities, and more

REAL-TIME ALERTS
Get alerted as soon as credit activity occurs

MEET REQUIREMENTS
As an approved Fannie Mae provider, we are fully compliant with their Loan Quality Initiative guidelines

RISK AT A GLANCE
Use the Balance Change and Credit Change Summary to instantly assess a borrower’s risk

EASY ORDERING
Order it via your LOS system, our convenient Web Credit System, or in batch
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